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PULSE WIDTH MODULATION CONTROL 
WHICH DATA TRANSFER IS INHIBITED BY 

OVERFLOW SIGNAL 

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

1. Field of the Present Invention 

The present invention relates to a pulse Width modulation 
(PWM) control and, more particularly, to PWM control 
Which is used in a meter control. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
In each of the meters on the dash board of an automobile, 

a value pointed by a needle of the meter changes in accor 
dance With change in vehicle speed, rotational speed of an 
engine, or the like. The Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 
control is typically used to change the position of the needle 
of each meter in accordance With the change in vehicle 
speed, rotational speed of an engine, or the like. 

FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram illustrating the structure of 
a conventional meter control circuit, as in Japanese Laid 
Open Patent Application (JP-A-Heisei 3-228102), for 
eXample. Referring to FIG. 1, a set value is Written from a 
bus 210 into a master compare register 203 in response to 
generation of a Write request signal. When a transfer control 
signal 209s from a transfer control circuit 204 is in a transfer 
permission state, the set value is transferred from the master 
compare register 203 to the slave compare register 202 in 
synchronous With the over?oW signal 206s of the free run 
counter 201. A coincidence signal 207s is generated When a 
count value of a free run counter 201 and a set value on a 

slave compare register 202 coincide. Also, the over?oW 
signal 206s is generated When the free run counter 201 
over?oWs. A PWM output signal 208s is formed from the 
coincidence signal 207s and the over?oW signal 206s. 

HoWever, When the over?oW signal 206s is generated 
during the Writing operation of the set value into the master 
compare register 203 through the bus 210, there is a possi 
bility that the set value is transferred to the slave compare 
register 202 through the master compare register 203 on the 
Way of Writing operation. For this reason, the transfer 
control circuit 204 is provided to control the transfer of the 
set value from the master compare register 203 to the slave 
compare register 202. Thus, an erroneous operation can be 
prevented even in the case Where the over?oW signal 206s 
is generated during the reWriting operation on the master 
compare register 203, as mentioned above. 

To prevent the erroneous operation in the above circuit 
structure, the folloWing transfer control is performed. That 
is, When the transfer control signal 209s is in a transfer 
permission state, the transfer control circuit 204 permits the 
set value to be transferred from the master compare register 
203 to the slave compare register 202 in synchronous With 
the over?oW signal 206s from the free run counter 201, as 
shoWn by an arroW A. On the contrary, the transfer control 
circuit 204 inhibits the set value from being transferred from 
the bus 210 to the master compare register 203, as shoWn by 
an arroW B. 

On the other hand, When the transfer control signal 209s 
is in a transfer inhibition state, the transfer control circuit 
204 inhibits the set value from being transferred from the 
master compare register 203 to the slave compare register 
202, even if the over?oW signal 206s is generated from the 
free run counter 201. On the contrary, the transfer control 
circuit 204 permits the set value to be Written into the master 
compare register 203 through the bus 210, as shoWn by the 
arroW B. 
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2 
FIG. 2 shoWs a control How in the conventional circuit 

after the Write request signal is generated. In the conven 
tional circuit, When a Write request signal is generated in a 
step S32, the transfer control circuit 204 is set in the transfer 
inhibition state in a softWare manner in a step S34. Then, the 
set value is Written by a CPU (not shoWn) to the master 
compare register 203 through the bus 210 in a step S36. 
Subsequently, the transfer control circuit is set in the transfer 
permission state in a softWare manner in a step S38. The 
above steps are repeated until the over?oW signal is gener 
ated. When the over?oW signal 206s is generated from the 
free run counter 201, the transfer of the set value from the 
master compare register 203 to the slave compare register 
202 is eXecuted in synchronous With the over?oW signal in 
a step S40. 

FIG. 3 shoWs a relation betWeen the over?oW signals 206s 
of the free run counter 201 and the Write request signals to 
the master compare register 203. As shoWn in FIG. 3, the 
many Write request signals are generated betWeen an over 
?oW signal 206s and the neXt over?oW signal 206s from the 
free run counter 201. In this case, The CPU sets the transfer 
control circuit 204 into the transfer inhibition state each time 
the Write request signal is generated. Then, the CPU Writes 
a set value into the master compare register 203. Thereafter, 
the CPU sets the transfer control circuit 204 to the transfer 
permission state. This processing is repeated each time the 
Write request signal is generated for a time period betWeen 
the over?oW signal 206s and the neXt over?oW signal 206s. 

As a consequence, hoWever, only the set value Written 
into the master compare register 203 just before the genera 
tion of the over?oW signal 206s is transferred to the slave 
compare register 202. Thereby, the latest set value is 
re?ected to the PWM output signal 208s. That is, the set 
values other than the value Written into the master compare 
register 203 just before the generation of the over?oW signal 
206s are not used. 

Since the transfer of the set value shoWn by the arroW A 
is controlled by the transfer control circuit 204, the set value 
is not transferred from the master compare register 203 to 
the slave compare register 202 even When the over?oW 
signal 206s is generated during the Writing operation of the 
value into the master compare register 203. Therefore, there 
Would be a case that the value of the slave compare register 
203 is not updated. In this manner, the PWM output signal 
cannot be not changed in spite that targets to be pointed by 
the meters such as vehicle speed, rotational speed of the 
engine, etc. are changed. 
As described above, there are the folloWing problems in 

the conventional circuit. 
As a ?rst problem, the CPU performs useless processing. 

In the conventional circuit, the set value is Written to the 
master compare register through the bus by the number of 
times of generation of the Write request for the time period 
from a over?oW signal and the neXt over?oW signal from the 
free run counter. HoWever, even if the value is Written many 
times from the bus to the master compare register, only the 
latest value Which has been ?nally Written among them is 
eventually transferred as a valid value to the slave compare 
register. Therefore, any values overWritten on the master 
compare register other than the latest value are not re?ected 
to the PWM output. As a result, the CPU performs the 
useless processing. 
As a second problem, the transfer control circuit 204 

controls the transfer of the set value from the master 
compare register to the slave compare register. Therefore, 
there Would be a case that the set value on the slave compare 
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register is not updated in dependence on a timing. In other 
Words, When the over?ow signal is generated from the free 
run counter during the Writing operation of the set value into 
the master compare register, the transfer of the set value 
from the master compare register to the slave compare 
register is not permitted, since the value is being Written into 
the master compare register. Therefore, the set value is not 
transferred from the master compare register to the slave 
compare register. Thus, the set value on the slave compare 
register is not updated and the PWM output signal does not 
change. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is designed to solve the above 
problems. Therefore, an object of the present invention is to 
provide a pulse Width modulation control circuit. 

In order to achieve an aspect of the present invention, a 
pulse Width modulation (PWM) control circuit includes a 
free run counter for counting a clock signal to count a value, 
and for generating an over?oW signal When the counted 
value is equal to a predetermined value, a slave compare 
register for storing a set value, a master compare register for 
storing the set value, a transfer control circuit for alloWing 
the set value to be transferred from the master compare 
register to the slave compare register and for inhibiting the 
transfer of the set value in response to the over?oW signal, 
a comparing circuit for comparing the counted value in the 
free run counter and the set value transferred into the slave 
compare register and for generating a coincident signal 
When the counted value is coincident With the set value, and 
an output circuit for generating a PWM signal in response to 
the over?oW signal and the coincident signal. 

The transfer control circuit may include a transfer control 
?ag Which is reset in response to the over?oW signal, and 
may generate a transfer inhibition signal When the transfer 
control ?ag is reset. In this case, the transfer of the set value 
from the master compare register to the slave compare 
register is inhibited in response to the transfer inhibition 
signal. Also, the master compare register may receive the set 
value in response to a Write request signal When the transfer 
inhibition signal is generated. 

Also, the transfer control circuit may set the transfer 
control ?ag in response to the Write request signal to 
generate a transfer permission signal such that the set value 
is transferred from the master compare register to the slave 
compare register. In this case, Write of the set value into the 
master compare register is inhibited in response to the 
transfer permission signal. 

The PWM control circuit may further include a Writing 
section for referring to the transfer control ?ag to detect 
Whether the transfer control ?ag is set or reset, and gener 
ating the Write request signal to Write the set value in the 
master compare register When the transfer control ?ag is 
reset. 

In order to achieve another aspect of the present 
invention, a method of reliably generating a pulse Width 
modulation (PWM) signal in a PWM control circuit, 
includes the steps of: 

counting a clock signal to count a value, and generating 
an over?oW signal such that a transfer inhibition mode is set, 
When the counted value is equal to a predetermined value; 

transferring a set value from a master compare register to 
a slave compare register in a transfer permission mode, the 
transfer is inhibited in the transfer inhibition mode; and 

comparing the counted value and the set value transferred 
into the slave compare register and generating a PWM 
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4 
output signal in the transfer inhibition mode When the 
counted value is coincident With the set value. 

The generation of an over?oW signal includes resetting a 
transfer control ?ag in response to the over?oW signal, such 
that the transfer inhibition mode is set. 

The set value is desirably Written into the master compare 
register in the transfer inhibition mode. In this case, the 
transfer permission mode is set in response to the Writing of 
the set value into the master compare register. Also, the 
transfer control ?ag is set. 

In accordance With another aspect of the present 
invention, a pulse Width modulation (PWM) control circuit 
includes a transfer control ?ag, a master compare register 
and a slave compare register, a Writing section for referring 
to the transfer control ?ag to detect Whether the transfer 
control ?ag is set or reset, for Writing a set value in the 
master compare register When the transfer control ?ag is 
reset, Wherein the set value is transferred from the master 
compare register to the slave compare register When the 
transfer control ?ag is set, a free run counter for counting a 
clock signal to count a value, and for generating an over?oW 
signal to reset the transfer control ?ag, When the counted 
value is equal to a predetermined value, and a PWM signal 
output circuit for comparing the counted value in the free run 
counter and the set value transferred into the slave compare 
register and for generating a PWM output signal in response 
to the over?oW signal When the counted value is coincident 
With the set value. 

In order to achieve yet still another aspect of the present 
invention, a method of outputting a pulse Width modulation 
(PWM) signal corresponding to a set value in a PWM 
control circuit, comprising the steps of: 

counting a pulse signal to generate a counted value; 
generating an over?oW signal When the counted value is 

equal to a predetermined value; 
Writing a set value in a master compare register in a 

transfer inhibition mode; 
transferring the set value from said master compare 

register to a slave compare register in a transfer permission 
mode; 

resetting the transfer permission mode to the transfer 
inhibition mode in response to the over?oW signal; 

comparing said counted value and the set value trans 
ferred into the slave compare register to generate a coinci 
dent signal When the counted value is coincident With the set 
value; and 

outputting a PWM signal in response to the over?oW 
signal and the coincident signal. 
The Writing step includes generating a Write request 

signal. In this case, the transfer inhibition mode is reset to 
the transfer permission mode in response to the Write request 
signal. The resetting of the transfer permission mode 
includes setting a transfer control ?ag in response to the 
over?oW signal, and the resetting of the transfer inhibition 
mode includes resetting the transfer control ?ag in response 
to the Write request signal. In this manner, only the set value 
corresponding to a ?rst one of the plurality of Write request 
signals is alloWed to be Written in the master compare 
register. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a 
conventional PWM control circuit; 

FIG. 2 is a control flow chart illustrating the operation of 
the conventional PWM control circuit shoWn in FIG. 1; 
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FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the relation of over?ow 
signals and Write request signals in the conventional PWM 
control circuit shoWn in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a 
PWM control circuit according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a control flow chart illustrating the operation of 
the PWM control circuit according to the embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating the relation of over?oW 
signals and Write request signals In the PWM control circuit 
according to the embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating the relation of transfer of 
the set value from the master compare register to the slave 
compare register and the Write requests in the PWM control 
circuit according to the embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The pulse Width modulation (PWM) control circuit of the 
present invention Will be described beloW in detail With 
reference to the accompanying draWings. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a block diagram illustrating the structure of 
a pulse Width modulation (PWM) control circuit according 
to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 
4, the PWM control circuit is composed of a free run counter 
101, a slave compare register 102, a master compare register 
102, a transfer control circuit 104 With a transfer control ?ag 
104-1, an output circuit 105, a comparing circuit 106, a CPU 
124 and a clock signal generating circuit 122. 
As seen from FIG. 4, the PWM control circuit in the 

embodiment differs from the conventional PWM control 
circuit shoWn in FIG. 1 With respect to a point that the 
over?oW signal 106s is connected from the free run counter 
101 to a transfer control circuit 104. 

The CPU 124 controls the Whole operation of the PWM 
control circuit. The CPU 124 refers to the transfer control 
?ag 104-1 of the transfer control circuit 104. When the 
transfer control ?ag 104-1 is reset to a transfer inhibition 
state or mode, the CPU generates a Write request signal and 
Writes a set value into a master compare register 103 through 
the bus 110 in response to the Write request signal. The 
transfer control ?ag 104-1 of the transfer control circuit 104 
is reset to a transfer permission state or mode in response to 
the Write request signal to output a transfer permission 
signal. On the other hand, When the transfer control ?ag 
104-1 is set in the transfer permission state, the CPU cannot 
generate the Write request signal. As a result, the set value is 
never Written into the master compare register 103 in the 
transfer permission mode. 
When the transfer control ?ag 104-1 is set in the transfer 

permission state, the transfer control circuit 104 outputs a 
transfer permission signal 109s. The set value is transferred 
from the master compare register 203 to the slave compare 
register 202 in synchronous With the over?oW signal 206s of 
the free run counter 201 in response to the transfer permis 
sion signal 109s. 

The free run counter 101 counts the clock signal from the 
clock signal generating circuit 122 to generate a counted 
value, and generates the over?oW signal 106s When the 
counted value is equal to a predetermined value Which is set 
by the CPU 124. 

The comparing circuit 106 generates a coincidence signal 
207s When the counted value by the free run counter 101 is 
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6 
coincident With the set value transferred to the slave com 
pare register 202. The output circuit 105 generates a PWM 
output signal 208s from the coincidence signal 207s and the 
over?oW signal 206s. 

Also, the transfer control ?ag 104-1 of the transfer control 
circuit 104 is reset to the transfer inhibition state in response 
to the over?oW signal 206s to output the transfer inhibition 
signal 109s. 

To prevent the erroneous operation in the above circuit 
structure, the folloWing transfer control is performed. That 
is, When the transfer control signal 209s is in a transfer 
permission state, the transfer control circuit 204 permits the 
set value to be transferred from the master compare register 
203 to the slave compare register 202 in synchronous With 
the over?oW signal 206s from the free run counter 201, as 
shoWn by an arroW A. On the contrary, in the transfer 
permission state, the CPU does not generates the Write 
request signal. Therefore, the set value is not Written into the 
master compare register 203, as shoWn by an arroW B. 

On the other hand, When the transfer control signal 209s 
is in a transfer inhibition state, the transfer control circuit 
204 inhibits the set value from being transferred from the 
master compare register 203 to the slave compare register 
202, even if the over?oW signal 206s is generated from the 
free run counter 201. On the contrary, the transfer control 
circuit 204 permits the CPU to generate the Write reques 
signal and to Write the set value into the master compare 
register 203 through the bus 210, as shoWn by the arroW B. 

In this manner, in this embodiment, the transfer control 
signal 109s of the transfer control circuit 104 is reset 
(transfer is inhibited) by the over?oW signal 106s in a 
hardWare manner and only the setting operation (transfer is 
permitted) is eXecuted in a softWare manner. 

FIG. 5 shoWs a control flow for explaining the operation 
of the PWM control circuit of the present invention. 

The CPU 124 refers to the transfer control ?ag 104-1 of 
the transfer control circuit 104. When the transfer control 
?ag 104-1 is reset to a transfer inhibition state or mode, the 
CPU 124 generates a Write request signal in a step S12 and 
Writes a set value into a master compare register 203 through 
the bus 110 in response to the Write request signal in a step 
S14. The transfer control ?ag 104-1 of the transfer control 
circuit 104 is set in a transfer permission state in response to 
the Write request signal in step S16 to output a transfer 
permission signal. 

The set value is transferred from the master compare 
register 103 to the slave compare register 102 in the transfer 
permission state in response to the transfer permission signal 
in a step S18. 

Thereafter, the over?oW signal is generated from the free 
run counter 101 and then the PWM signal is outputted from 
the output circuit 105 as described above. The transfer 
control ?ag 104-1 of the transfer control circuit 104 is reset 
to the transfer inhibition state in a step S20 to output the 
transfer inhibition signal 109s. 
As described above, the transfer control ?ag 104-1 is reset 

in a hardWare manner. Therefore, in a softWare manner, it is 
sufficient to execute only a control to set the transfer control 
circuit 104 into the transfer permission state after the set 
value has been Written to the master compare register 103. 

FIG. 6 shoWs a relation betWeen Write request signals and 
the Writing operations to the master compare register 103 
through the bus 110. When only the transfer permission is 
controlled in the softWare manner in accordance With the 
control How of FIG. 5, only the Write request signal just after 
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the over?ow signal 106s is validated. On the contrary, the 
subsequent Write request signals before generation of the 
over?oW signal are invalidated. At the same time, the 
transfer control ?ag is alWays checked by the CPU. Only 
When it is con?rrned that the transfer control signal 109s is 
set in the transfer inhibition state, the Writing operation of 
the set value to the master cornpare register 103 is carried 
out. Thus, the Writing operation of the set value from the bus 
110 to the master cornpare register 103 is carried out only 
once for a period of time betWeen the over?oW signal 106s 
and the neXt over?oW signal 106s. Subsequent, the set value 
is transferred from the master cornpare register 103 to the 
slave cornpare register 102. 

FIG. 7 shoWs a change quantity of a target such as vehicle 
speed, rotational speed of a engine, and the like in the PWM 
control and the set values Which are transferred from the 
master cornpare register 103 to the slave cornpare register 
102. In FIG. 7, an alternate long and short dash line indicates 
the change quantity in the conventional circuit. The dash line 
indicates a target change quantity. The solid line indicates 
the change quantity in the PWM control circuit of the 
present invention. 

In the conventional circuit shoWn in FIG. 1, Whenever the 
Write request signal is generated, the set value is written 
from the bus 210 to the master cornpare register 203. As a 
result, the last set value betWeen the over?oW signal 206s 
and the neXt over?oW signal 206s is transferred from the 
master cornpare register 203 to the slave cornpare register 
202. 
On the other hand, according to the circuit of the present 

invention, after the over?oW signal 106s is generated, only 
the ?rst Write request is validated and the ?rst set value is 
Written to the master cornpare register 103 through the bus 
110. Then, the set value is transferred from the master 
cornpare register 103 to the slave cornpare register 102 in 
response to the neXt over?oW signal 106s. The subsequent 
Write request signals are invalidated. 
As seen from FIG. 7, in the present invention, the PWM 

control can be accomplished more precisely than in the 
conventional circuit. Even if a timing When the set value is 
transferred from the master cornpare register to the slave 
cornpare register is ?uctuated, it is possible to accomplish 
the PWM control With higher precision. 
By using the PWM control circuit of the present 

invention, a control can be performed to validate only the 
?rst Write request signal after the generation of the over?oW 
signal from the free run counter. Also, the set value is written 
from the bus to the master cornpare register in response to 
only the ?rst Write request signal after the generation of the 
over?oW signal. After that, even if the Write request signals 
are generated for a period of time until the generation of the 
neXt over?oW signal, they are invalidated and the Writing of 
the set value from the bus to the master cornpare register is 
not executed. Thus, even if the Write request signals are 
generated for a period of time betWeen the over?oW signal 
and the neXt over?oW signal, the Writing operation of the set 
value from the bus to the master cornpare register is 
executed only once. Then, the set value is transferred to the 
slave cornpare register. Thus, the master cornpare register is 
not overWritten and the vain overWriting operation of the 
CPU is prevented. 

Since only the ?rst Write request signal after the over?oW 
signal from the free run counter is validated and the set value 
is written from the bus to the master cornpare register, there 
is an enough time until the generation of the neXt over?oW 
signal. Therefore, the generation of the over?oW signal 
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8 
during the Writing operation of the set value from the bus to 
the master cornpare register can be avoided. Thus, incon 
venience can be prevented in Which the set value is not 
transferred from the master cornpare register to the slave 
cornpare register. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apulse Width rnodulation (PWM) control circuit corn 

prising: 
a free run counter for counting a pulse signal to generate 

a counted value, and for generating an over?oW signal 
When said counted value is equal to a predetermined 
value; 

a slave cornpare register for storing a set value; 
a master cornpare register for storing said set value; 
a transfer control circuit having a transfer perrnission 
mode for alloWing said set value to be transferred from 
said master cornpare register to said slave cornpare 
register in response to the over?oW signal, and for 
preventing a neW set value from being entered into the 
master cornpare register, and a transfer inhibition mode 
for inhibiting the transfer of said set value from the 
master cornpare register to the slave cornpare register in 
response to said over?oW signal and for alloWing a neW 
set value to be entered into the master cornpare register; 

a cornparing circuit for comparing said counted value in 
said free run counter and said set value transferred into 
said slave cornpare register and for generating a coin 
cident signal When said counted value is coincident 
With said set value; and 

an output circuit for generating a PWM signal in response 
to said over?oW signal and said coincident signal. 

2. A PWM control circuit according to claim 1, Wherein 
said transfer control circuit includes a transfer control ?ag 
Which is reset in response to said over?oW signal, and 
generates a transfer inhibition signal When said transfer 
control ?ag is reset, and 

Wherein the transfer of said set value from said master 
cornpare register to said slave cornpare register is 
inhibited in response to said transfer inhibition signal. 

3. A PWM control circuit according to claim 2, Wherein 
said master cornpare register receives said set value in 
response to a Write request signal When said transfer inhi 
bition signal is generated. 

4. A PWM control circuit according to claim 3, Wherein 
said transfer control circuit sets said transfer control ?ag in 
response to said Write request signal to generate a transfer 
perrnission signal such that said set value is transferred from 
said master cornpare register to said slave cornpare register. 

5. A PWM control circuit according to claim 4, Wherein 
Write of said set value into said master cornpare register is 
inhibited in response to said transfer perrnission signal. 

6. A PWM control circuit according to claim 5, further 
comprising Writing means for referring to said transfer 
control ?ag to detect Whether said transfer control ?ag is set 
or reset, and generating said Write request signal to Write 
said set value in said master cornpare register When said 
transfer control ?ag is reset. 

7. A method of reliably generating a pulse Width rnodu 
lation (PWM) signal in a PWM control circuit, comprising 
the steps of: 

counting a pulse signal to count a value, and generating an 
over?oW signal When said counted value is equal to a 
predetermined value; 

in a transfer perrnission rnode, transferring a set value 
from a master cornpare register to a slave cornpare 
register in response to the over?oW signal and prevent 
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ing a neW set value from being entered into the master 
cornpare register; 

in a transfer inhibition rnode, inhibiting the transfer of a 
set value from the master cornpare register to the slave 
cornpare resister in response to the over?ow signal and 
alloWing a neW set value to be entered into the master 
cornpare register; 

comparing said counted value and said set value trans 
ferred into said slave cornpare register and generating 
a PWM output signal in said transfer inhibition mode 
When said counted value is coincident With said set 
value. 

8. A method according to claim 7, Wherein said step of 
generating an overflow signal includes resetting a transfer 
control ?ag in response to said over?oW signal, such that 
said transfer inhibition mode is set. 

9. A method according to claim 7, further comprising the 
step of Writing said set value into said master cornpare 
register in said transfer inhibition mode. 

10. Arnethod according to claim 9, further comprising the 
step of setting said transfer perrnission mode in response to 
the Writing of said set value into said master cornpare 
register. 

11. A method according to claim 10, further comprising 
the step of setting said transfer perrnission rnode includes 
setting a transfer control ?ag. 

12. A pulse Width rnodulation (PWM) control circuit 
comprising: 

a transfer control ?ag; 

a master cornpare register and a slave cornpare register; 

Writing means for referring to said transfer control ?ag to 
detect Whether said transfer control ?ag is set or reset, 
for Writing a set value in said master cornpare register 
When said transfer control ?ag is reset, Wherein said set 
value is transferred from said master cornpare register 
to said slave cornpare register When said transfer con 
trol ?ag is set; 

a free run counter for counting a pulse signal to count a 
value, and for generating an overflow signal to reset 
said transfer control ?ag, When said counted value is 
equal to a predetermined value; and 

a PWM signal output circuit for comparing said counted 
value in said free run counter and said set value 
transferred into said slave cornpare register and for 
generating a PWM output signal in response to said 
over?oW signal When said counted value is coincident 
With said set value. 
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13. APWM control circuit according to claim 12, Wherein 

said Writing rneans sets said transfer control ?ag in response 
to said Writing of said set value into said master cornpare 
register. 

14. A method of outputting a pulse Width rnodulation 
(PWM) signal corresponding to a set value in a PWM 
control circuit, comprising the steps of: 

counting a pulse signal to generate a counted value; 
generating an overflow signal When said counted value is 

equal to a predetermined value; 
Writing a set value in a master cornpare register and 

inhibiting a transfer of a set value from said master 
cornpare register to a slave cornpare register in a 
transfer inhibition rnode; 

inhibiting a Writing of a set value in the master cornpare 
register and transferring said set value from said master 
cornpare register to a slave cornpare register in a 
transfer perrnission rnode; 

resetting said transfer perrnission mode to said transfer 
inhibition mode in response to said over?oW signal; 

cornparing said counted value and said set value trans 
ferred into said slave cornpare register to generate a 
coincident signal When said counted value is coincident 
With said set value; and 

outputting a PWM signal in response to said over?oW 
signal and said coincident signal. 

15. A method according to claim 14, Wherein said Writing 
step includes generating a Write request signal, and 

Wherein said method further includes resetting said trans 
fer inhibition rnode to said transfer perrnission mode in 
response to said Write request signal. 

16. A method according to claim 15, Wherein said step of 
resetting said transfer perrnission mode to said transfer 
inhibition rnode includes setting a transfer control ?ag in 
response to said over?oW signal, and 

Wherein said step of resetting said transfer inhibition 
mode to said transfer perrnission rnode includes reset 
ting said transfer control ?ag in response to said Write 
request signal. 

17. A method according to claim 15, Wherein said step of 
resetting said transfer inhibition mode to said transfer per 
mission rnode includes alloWing only said set value corre 
sponding to a ?rst one of a plurality of said Write request 
signals to be Written in said master cornpare register. 


